




MODUSS SHOES is our exclusive safety footwear brand that meets the highest 
quality standards, guaranteeing your safety.

We understand the paramount importance of protection in any working 
enviroment. That’s why, at Moduss Shoes, we are dedicated to offering safety 
footwear tailored to diverse needs and requirements.



This catalog shows our workplace and protective safety footware which we commercialize
nationwide and that complies with its functionality featuring a protection aspect, besides its 

design and fabrication being 100% Mexican.

It incorporates special features to protect the user from injuries that may arise during their 
activities performance.



Category I.- Occupational footwear:
Meant to be used in workplace activities where the user is just exposed to minor risks, such as cuts, lacerations, 
bumps against objects, among others, that do not require any special protective feature.

Category II.- Steel toe protection footwear:
Helps guard against impact and compression from heavy objects or equipment.

Category III.- Composite toe protection footwear:
Polycarbonate reinforcement in the toe area which helps to guard against impact and compression. It also offers 
electrical hazard (EH) protection, ensuring it does not conduct electricity.

Category IV.- Metatarsal Protectionfootwear:
Aimed to protect the foot’s instep against impact risks to the metatarsus, in addition to covering category II 

shoewear risks.

Category V.- puncture resistant footwear:
Meant to protect the user’s foot sole against sharp objects that could pierce through the shoe wear’s sole.

Safety footware categorization



Glossary
All of our footwear is manufactured with the direct soling to the cut system, the best option for a 

high quality, durable industrial footwear.

What’s the direct soling?

We manufacture using the direct soling technique which consists in 
attaching the outsole directly to the upper without any stitching.



polycarbonate toe protection:
Toe cap intended for activities where the
user is exposed just to minor risks, such as
cuts, lacerations, bumps against objects,
among others, that do not require any
special protective feature.

Steel toe protection:
It’s one of the most used on the industry,
intended for a toes’ integral protection

where impact and compression risks exist..

Composite Toe protection 

(Dielectric):

This toe cap gathers the steel toe’s
features (protection against impact and
compression) adding a protection for the
user against electric shock risks, as well as
being lighter.

Toe Protection Styles

Mono-density Sole:
This kind of sole is lighter and only
used for flat floors or facilities such
as factories, transportation, textile
industry, automotive industry, etc. It’s
anti-slipping.

Double-density Sole:
This sole is more resistant to abrasion 
and deterioration, that’s why it’s
used for rough work, dirt roads or
the metalworking industry. It’s anti-

slipping.

Rubber Sole – RACN:
Acrylic-Nitrile. Double density with 
high resistance to abrasion, bending, 
oils, gasoline, low temperatures 
flexibility, anti-slip, traction and tearing 
resistance.

Soles Styles

WBFLEX Toe Box against 

abrasion:

It’s made from WBFLEX material, which 
protects against toe abrasion and
provides a better protection to the user.

WBFLEX Style anti-puncture 

insole:
It protects the foot’s sole against sharp
piercing objects which could penetrate the
shoe wear’s sole. This attachment can be
added upon request on any shoe model,
starting from 10 pairs on.

Reflective tape: Reflects light in a

mirror kind of way with a great shine 

and durability.

Attachments/ 
Accessories



STYLE
6” Boot

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured
in full grain Napa leather.

With a high impact absorption
ergonomic insole, anti-fatigue,
breathable and antibacterial.

Orange sole.

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe

042CAN



STYLE
6” Boot

Safety 6 inch boot,manufactured
in full grain Napa leather.

With a high impact absorption
ergonomic insole, anti-fatigue,
breathable and antibacterial.

Black Sole.

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe protection

042CNE



STYLE
6” Boot

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured in full 
grain Napa leather. With a high impact 

absorption ergonomic insole,
anti-fatigue, breathable and 

antibacterial.

Yellow Sole.

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

053CAM



STYLE
6” Boot

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured in
full grain Napa leather.

With a high impact absorption
ergonomic insole, anti-fatigue,
breathable and antibacterial.

Black sole.

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7,7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

053CNE



STYLE
Brown color

Oxford Style shoewear 
manufactured in a “Crazy” 
finished leather, with a high 
impact absorption ergonomic 
insole, anti-fatigue, breathable

and antibacterial.

Double density sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe protection

Anti-slip sole

062CNE



STYLE

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured
in full grain Napa leather. With a
high impact absorption ergonomic
insole, anti-fatigue, breathable and

antibacterial.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7

Black Sole.

Steel toe protection

Anti-slip sole

Mono-density sole

WOMEN’S 6” BOOT 072BNNE



STYLE

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured
in full grain Napa leather. With a 
high impact absorption ergonomic 

insole, anti-fatigue, breathable
and antibacterial.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7

WOMEN’S 6” BOOT
Pink Sole.

Double density sole

Steel toe protection

Anti-slip sole

072NRS



Black Sole. 6” slip-on boot

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured
in “Crazy” finished leather. With a 
high impact absorption ergonomic 

insole, anti-fatigue, breathable
and antibacterial.

STYLE 112CNE

Double density sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe protection

Anti-slip sole



STYLE 112NVM
Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured in a black 

colored, “Crazzy” finished leather,
pre-formed EVA padded insole with an

antibacterial textile coating of high impact 
absorption, resistant and durable,

anti-fatigue, breathable and antibacterial.

Green sole. 6” slip-on boot

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe protection

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole



STYLE
6” Slip-on boot

Safety 6 inch boot, manufactured
in “Crazy” finished leather. With a 
high impact absorption ergonomic 
insole, anti-fatigue, breathable and

antibacterial.

Black sole.

Mono-density sole

Anti-slip sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7,7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

113CNE



STYLE
Black sole. 6” slip-on boot

Safety 6” slip-on boot, manufactured in 
full grain leather. With a high impact 

absorption ergonomic insole,
anti-fatigue, breathable and antibacterial.

Anti-slip sole

Mono-density sole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5,11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

133NNE



Black sole. 6” lace-up boot

Safety 6 inch lace-up, manufactured 
in full grain leather. With a high 

impact absorption ergonomic
insole, anti-fatigue, breathable and 

antibacterial.

STYLE 133NNEK

WBFLEX Toe Box against
abrasion

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

Anti-slip sole

Mono-density sole



STYLE
Black sole. 10” slip-on boot

10 inch slip-on Style Oil Industry adapted 
Safety Boot manufactured in engraved 

Micro skin Tube. With a high impact 
absorption ergonomic insole,
anti-fatigue, breathable and 

antibacterial.

Mono-density sole

Can be fabricated with
a rubber sole.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7,7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe protection

Anti-slip sole

802BNNE



Black sole. 10” slip-on boot

10 inch slip-on Style Oil Industry 
adapted Safety Boot manufactured 
in full grain Napa leather. With a 
high impact absorption ergonomic
insole, anti-fatigue, breathable and 

antibacterial.

*Can be fabricated with
a rubber sole.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5,11,11.5,12, 12.5, 13

Steel toe protection

STYLE 802CNE

Anti-slip sole

Double density sole



10 inch slip-on Style Oil Industry adapted 
Safety Boot manufactured in full grain

Napa leather. With a high impact absorption
ergonomic insole, anti-fatigue, breathable and 

antibacterial.

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole

*Can be fabricated with
a rubber sole.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5,11,11.5,12,12.5,13

Steel toe protection

STYLE 802CAN
Orange sole. 10” slip-on boot



10 inch boot style Oil Industry adapted 
Safety Boot manufactured in full grain 

Napa leather. With a high impact 
absorption ergonomic insole,
anti-fatigue, breathable and 

antibacterial.

STYLE 803CNE
Black sole. 10” slip-on boot

Anti-slip sole

Double density sole

*Can be fabricated with
a rubber sole.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection



Yellow sole. 10” slip-on boot

10 inch boot style Oil Industry adapted Safety Boot 
manufactured in full grain Napa leather. With a high 

impact absorption ergonomic insole,
anti-fatigue, breathable and antibacterial.

STYLE 803CAM

Anti-slip sole

Double density sole

*Can be fabricated with
a rubber sole..

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5,11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection



STYLE
Black sole. 10” slip-on boot

10 inch slip-on Style Oil Industry adapted
Water-proof Safety Boot manufactured in “Crazy” 

finsished leather. With a WBFLEX style anti-puncture 
high impact absorption ergonomic insole,
anti-fatigue, breathable and antibacterial.

With a sealed membrane.

Can be fabricated with
a rubber sole.

WBFLEX style anti-puncture
insole.

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5,11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

Double density sole

Anti-slip sole

803CNE/CWP



STYLE 836KR

10 inch slip-on Style Oil Industry adapted
Water-proof Safety Boot manufactured in a 100% 

natural leather; brown colored. Toe Box and 
Stiffener in a black colored WBFLEX material.

Polyurethane padded insole with a high impact 
absorption.

Tampico’sBicentennial 10” slip-on boot

Anti-slip sole

WBFLEX style anti-puncture
insole

Sizes: 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7,7.5,8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10,10.5, 11,11.5,12

Composite toe protection

Double density sole





S a f e t y O f f s h o r e of M éxico, S.A. de C.V., g u a r a n t e e s this p r o d u c t for an up to 9 0 d a y s period,

counted f r o m the delivering m o m e n t against fabrication defects; to m a k e e f f e c t i v e t h a t due

warranty, the user mu st follow the warrant y process and use the shoe wear keeping up the

st ora ge and wearing conditions which will be consecutively detailed below:

Moduss Shoes Brand Safety Shoewear from Safety Offshore of México, S.A. de C.V.,must be used in dry 
environments, without humidityand exclusively on the respective working areas during work day.

Therefore, keep in mind that the mono-density sole is meant to be used exclusively on flat floors or offices 
(unadvised for jobs with excessive abrasion such as civil constructions, metalworking, building,platforms 
maintenance, mining industry or maritimeterminals).This kind of sole is recommended for the “clean” industry, 
such as factories, transportation, textile industry,automotive industry,etc. So, their use must be specifically for 
what’s recommended.

The doubledensity sole is used for rough working, it is advised to respect the recommended kind of use.

It is also advised to respect the corresponding and adequate use for each kind of toe cap, remembering that the 
steel toe protects toes against impact and compression and the polyamides one, against electric shocks, impact 
and compression.

The Moduss Shoes Shoe wear must be stored on well-ventilatedplaces.

Long-term storage maydeteriorate certain materials in very humidand dark places or weather.

Moduss Shoes Shoe wear requires a periodic cleaning and maintenance in accordance withusage frequency, 
specifically those exposed to long-term work days in extreme conditions must be cleaned witha dampcloth and 
polished (applyingof regular shoe polish).

SafetyOffshore of México, S.A. de C.V.,does not take responsibility for anykind of damagecaused on account of 
misuse, negligence or accidents related to its usage.

Storage, Maintenance and Usage Conditions



Soren Lundberg 
Mobile: (956)371-1278

Soren@alloranintl.com
www.alloranintl.com

1405 FM 803 Suite. A Olmito, Texas 78575 (USA) 
Office Email: info@alloranintl.com

O f f i c e : ( 9 5 6 ) 5 2 5 -7051

Authorized Distributer for Safety Offshore Mexico

mailto:Soren@alloranintl.com
http://www.alloranintl.com/
mailto:info@alloranintl.com
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